
From: "Perryman, Angela"   
Date: March 1, 2020 at 3:15:13 PM GMT+1 
To: "Perryman, Angela"   
Subject: Updates on Italy Program Departure 

Dear Italy Study Abroad Students & Families, 
  
Several of you have contacted me with questions over the past 24 hours regarding travel elsewhere in 
Europe, return flights, and testing upon return.  See below for additional information on each of these 
topics: 
  
Q.  Am I free to travel elsewhere in Europe at this time, provided I am not in Italy? 
A. Yes, students can make plans to travel to another European destination should they choose to do 
so.   I would offer the following guidance: 

·         With the suspension of Spring 2020 study abroad programs, students will be considered on personal 
travel should they remain in Europe beyond March 6.  Students on personal travel assume all 
responsibilities and risks associated with this travel. 

·         Currently, no other European country has a CDC or State Department Level 3 advisory in 
effect.  However, as with Italy, countries across Europe are identifying an increasing number of 
coronavirus cases within their borders and thus this may change in the days ahead.  At their current 
levels, KU has no policy against travel to these destinations. 

·         Students who do choose to travel should attempt to book return flights out of their final destination 
city, rather than planning to return to Italy.  With the increase in alert level, the dynamic and changing 
nature of this event, and the potential for travel restrictions to go into effect in Italy or between the U.S. 
and Italy (though there is no indication of this at this time), it could be difficult for students to re-enter 
Italy at later date to retrieve items left behind or to board a return flight to the United States.  
  
Q.  With the volume of people departing Italy right now, it is difficult to find a flight prior to March 6, 
or to change my existing flight at no cost.  
A.  KU has flexibility around the March 6 date, provided housing remains available on-site.  Please keep 
KU updated of travel arrangements as they are made and work to find a flight as near to this date as 
possible.  In light of the elevated State Department travel advisory and CDC alert level, most airlines are 
allowing students to change their return ticket at no charge.  However, if your airline is charging for 
flight changes, KU will cover up to $400 in flight change fees.  A receipt will need to be submitted for this 
transaction, so please keep this record and provide this to me by email at your convenience. 
  
Q.  Do I (or does my student) need to take precautions upon return to the United States? 
A.  Currently the U.S. government has not instituted a mandatory quarantine period for flights coming 
from Italy, however students  should anticipate being administered a health screening upon arrival in 
the U.S.   However, as the State of Kansas currently has no known cases of coronavirus and in an effort 
to protect the Lawrence and KU communities, the Kansas Department of Health and Environment has 
requested that all individuals returning from countries designated as a Level 2 or Level 3 by the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention be screened by a health practitioner and remain in self-
isolation for two weeks upon arrival in Kansas.   As Italy is currently at a Level 3, this requirement will 
apply to any student traveling to Kansas this week.   
  
Self-isolation requires individuals to monitor their health for 14 days following arrival into the United 
States and to avoid community contact to the extent possible.  Specifically, students should take and 



record their temperature twice daily and watch for symptoms of COVID-19 which include fever, cough 
and shortness of breath.  The Centers for Disease Control [cdc.gov] also recommends individuals take 
the following steps: 

·         Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth with unwashed hands. 

·         Clean your hands often by washing them with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or using an 
alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains 60%–95% alcohol. Soap and water should be used if hands 
are visibly dirty. 

·         It is especially important to clean hands after going to the bathroom; before eating; and after coughing, 
sneezing or blowing your nose. 

·         If you feel sick with fever, cough, or difficulty breathing the CDC recommends individuals seek medical 
advice immediately. Call ahead before going to a doctor’s office or emergency room. Tell them about 
your recent travel to Italy and your symptoms. To the greatest extent possible, avoid contact with others 
if you experience any signs of illness. 

Q. I would like to return to campus while I complete my Italy courses online.  Is this possible? 
A.  We are exploring the availability of on-campus housing for students who might want or need this for 
the remainder of the Spring term, but I don’t have information at this time as to whether this would be 
possible or not.  I will provide additional details as more is known.  If campus housing is an option, 
students will need to have completed the 14-day self-isolation period prior to entering campus housing.  
  
Please let me know if you have additional questions at this time.  We are here to support and assist 
through this difficult transition. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Angela 
  
Angela Perryman 
Director, Study Abroad 
 


